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Abstract
The yet unproven Collatz conjecture maintains that repeatedly connecting even numbers n to
n/2, and odd n to 3n + 1, connects all natural numbers to a single tree with 1 as its root. Pruning
ever more numbers from this tree until the density of pruned numbers relative to the natural
numbers is arbitrarily close to 100% would prove that all numbers belonged to the tree. Pre-
liminarily, numbers divisible by 2 or 3 are pruned. A binary tree is reconnected that forks at
each number towards an “upward” and a “rightward” number. Next, intermediate rightward
numbers, upward numbers with a rightward parent, with a rightward grandparent, etcetera, are
pruned, which accrues the density of pruned numbers arbitrarily close to 100%. This proves the
Collatz conjecture.
An easy to state problem
The Collatz conjuncture states that the Collatz function C(n) = n/2 if n is even, but 3n + 1 if n is
odd, reaches 1 after a finite number of iterations. The resulting Collatz orbits – also labelled as
sequences, iterates, trajectories, paths or branches – for successive numbers, like 8, 9 and 10 below,
appear to differ chaotically from each other, although they share, in addition to their endpoint 1,
also intermediary numbers just before 1.
8→ 4→ 2→ 1
9→ 28→ 14→ 7→ 22→ 11→ 34→ 17→ 52→ 26→ 13→ 40→ 20→ 10→ 5→ 16→ 8→ 4→ 2→ 1
10→ 5→ 16→ 8→ 4→ 2→ 1
Collatz orbits typically show many local maxima and minima.“The problem appeared to be rep-
resentative of a large class of problems concerning the behavior under iteration of maps that are
expanding on part of their domain and contracting on another part of their domain.”(1) The fame
of the ”hopeless, absolutely hopeless” Collatz conjecture – according to Paul Erdo¨s, op.cit. (1) –
spread further through a famous cartoon by Randall Munroe (2).
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If the Collatz conjecture would hold, then a single Collatz tree TC, with as its node set N (TC),
and as its root the trivial cycle Ω (TC) = {1,4,2} – denoted by Greek omega – would comprise all
natural numbers N+, thus N (TC) = N+ would hold. All natural numbers would be reachable
from Ω (TC) through iterations of the dual-valued inverse Collatz function C−1 (n) with as output
always 2n, and as a second output (n− 1) /3 in case n− 1 is divisible by 3. No isolated trajectory
would exist, neither a divergent trajectory from n to infinity, nor a nontrivial cycle from any n>4
back to its origin n (1). Figure 1 shows a small part of the Collatz tree, with green and red colors
referring to upward, respectively rightward numbers to be specified in definitions 1 and 2 further
on.
Figure 1: The original Collatz tree
1
24
8
16
532
1064
32021128
64042256
1213808485512
24261601681701024
4852533203363403412048
96171041066406721136806824096
1923420835212213128013442261360227136413658192
38411686941670424426256026887545245327204542728273016384
768221361388322314014184885285351205376150904906544015190890954565460546132768
Numerical computations showed that the conjecture holds for the lowest 87 ·260 numbers (3). Tao
recently proved the conjecture for “almost all” numbers, while stating nevertheless that “a full
resolution of the conjecture remains well beyond current methods” (4).
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Proof outline
The key to the proof here is to grasp Figures 2 and 3 with ever further pruned Collatz trees, gen-
erated by the number theoretical functions in definitions 1 to 3. It is a proof in the spirit of
the originator of the conjecture, the German mathematician Lothar Collatz (1910-1990), who
became motivated to ”picture a number theoretic function f (n) with a directed graph” using
”arrows from n to f (n)” because of his interest in the ”numerous relations between elementary
number theory and elementary graph theory” (5). Ever further pruning enables an hitherto
unavailing approach from the research literature to find ever smaller subsets S⊂N+, such that
proving the conjecture on S implies it is true on N+. Proving the conjecture on S = {n | n ≡
1 Mod 16), for example, implies its truth on N+(6). Pruning infinitely many successive number
subsets S−1,S0,S1,S2,· · ·,Sj−1,Sj ,· · ·⊂N+ from the Collatz tree TC, such that proving the conjecture
on the union of not yet pruned number subsets, successively denoted as,S≥0,S≥1, ,· · ·,S≥j−1,S≥j ,· · ·⊂N+
– with S≥j=
⊎∞
i=j Si – proves the conjecture on N
+. Figures 2 and 3 elucidate also lemma 5 that
only intermediary numbers on Collatz orbits are pruned that can’t be part of isolated trajectories.
Iterations of the orbit generating functions in pruned trees reveal that the density of the union
of all pruned subsets, denoted with Greek rho as ρ(
⊎∞
j=−1Sj ) comes arbitrarily close to 100% for
j →∞. Conversely, the complementary density ρ(S>j ) of not yet pruned node sets S>j comes ar-
bitrarily close to 0 (lemma 6) implying that isolated trajectories cannot exist in S>j either, thus
proving the Collatz conjecture (lemma 7).
The proof rests on two advancements. First, numbers in S≥0 are reconnected in the next section
to a binary tree T≥0 (Figure 2), with or without hidden isolated trajectories. The preliminarily
pruned subset S−1 comprises numbers divisible by 2 and/or 3 – not just those divisible by 2, like
in the Syracuse tree discussed below. Conversely, S≥0 comprises admissible numbers from the
congruence classes 1 ≡ n mod 6 and 5 ≡ n mod 6, which are not divisible by 2 and/or 3. In Figure
1, admissible numbers are colored green or red. Figure 3 shows that the binary tree T≥0 allows for
pruning infinitely many more subsets S0, S1,S2,S3, . . . of intermediary numbers on Collatz orbits
(lemma 5), while reconnecting the not yet pruned numbers S≥1,S≥2,S≥3, . . . to less dense binary
trees T≥1,T ≥2,T ≥3, . . . – either or not with hidden isolated trajectories. Second, the periodic orbit
generation functions that generate the ever less dense pruned trees allow for density calculations
per period mounting up to the familiar converging sums of infinite geometric series.
Let’s first show a notation to calculate the density per period of the preliminarily pruned subset
S−1. The divisibility of 4 out of 6 successive numbers in S−1 by 2 or 3 implies a periodicity v =
LCM(2,3) = 6, denoted by Greek nu. Their cardinality per period v = 6 amounts to #(S−1|v) = 4
remainders (0,2,3 and 4). Division gives as density, denoted by Greek rho, ρ (S−1) = #(S−1|v)/v =
4/6. Let’s next demonstrate that S−1 comprises intermediary numbers only. Even numbers that
are not divisible by 3 in S−1 are intermediaries because they have both ancestors and descendants
in S≥0. For example, 10 = 2 · 5 ∈ S−1 intermediates between 13 ∈ S≥0 and 5 ∈ S≥0 in the orbit
13→ (40 = 23 · 5)→ (20 = 22 · 5)→ (10 = 2 · 5)→ 5 (see Figure 1). Numbers divisible by both 2
and 3, which cannot be reached by 3n + 1 themselves, reduce to numbers that are only divisible
by 3 (e.g. 12 = 22 · 3 → 6 → 3), which reduce then to even numbers that are not divisible by 3
(e.g. 3→ 10), which have already been shown to be intermediaries. This implies that all numbers
divisible by 2 and/or 3 in S−1 are intermediaries.
From the Syracuse tree to a binary tree
It’s not self-evident how to reconnect the not yet pruned numbers in S≥0 to a binary tree T≥0. Let’s
first consider how reconnection is done in the commonly used Syracuse tree (1, 4).
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The Syracuse tree function T(n) connects any odd number n to the most nearby odd num-
ber in the Collatz tree: T(n) = (3n + 1)/2p, in which p is the minimum integer power of 2 to
arrive at another odd number (4). For example, T(5) = 1, since 5→ [16→ 8→ 4→ 2]→ 1 after
p = 4 divisions by 2. Infinitely many other odd numbers map their Syracuse output to the same
odd output number. For example, T(85) = 1 since 85 → [256→ ·· · → 2] → 1 after p = 8 divi-
sions by 2. Consequently, in the inverse Syracuse function each node has infinitely many children
T −1(n) = (2pn− 1)/3, corresponding to the infinitely many powers p ∈ N+ for which both n and
T −1(n) are odd. For example, n = 1 is connected in parallel to 1 =
(
221− 1
)
/3, thus to itself, and
moreover to 5 =
(
241− 1
)
/3, 85 =
(
281− 1
)
/3, 341 =
(
2101− 1
)
/3, 5461 =
(
2141− 1
)
/3, and so on.
The binary tree in Figure 2 below connects 1→ 5→ 85→ 341→ 5461→ . . . in a serial orbit.
The infinite number of children generated by the inverse Syracuse function T −1 precludes easy
density calculations per finite period. Therefore Tao used a measure of logarithmic density to prove
the Collatz conjecture for ”almost all” numbers (4). Three modifications of T −1 are required to
generate the binary tree T≥0 in Figure 2 with just two children per admissible node n ∈ S≥0.
1
5 13
85
17
53
113
341
11
277
35
853
301
1813
227
5461
7
181
1477
1109
23
565
4549
3413
401
1205
2417
7253
151
3637
29125
21845
Figure 2: Binary tree T≥0 with root Ω (T≥0) = 1 of upward and rightward arcs,
Legend: upward arcs and nodes in green, rightward arcs and nodes in red
First, both arguments n and outputs T −1(n) are required to be admissible in S≥0. They should not
only be odd, but non-divisible by 3 moreover. Next, the infinite offspring of T −1(n) is limited to
the minimum value of p, thus to the first born child. Third, T −1 is not only applied to n itself by
the rightward function R (n) = T −1 (n) = argminp (2pn− 1)/3 ∈ S≥0. T −1 is also applied to n’s pruned
parent 3n+ 1 by the upward function U (n) = T −1(3n+ 1) = argminp (2p(3n+ 1)− 1)/3 ∈ S≥0.
Upward n → U (n) orbits like 1 → 5 → 85 → 341 → 5461, . . . in Figure 2 reflect pruned in-
termediary (3n + 1) → 2p(3n + 1) sequences like 22 → 24 → 28 → 210 → 214→ . . . in the orig-
inal Collatz graph. Rightward n → R (n) sequences like 5 → 13 → 17 → 11 → 7 → . . . in Fig-
ure 2 reflect pruned intermediary 2n → 2p+1n sequences in the inverse Collatz tree like 5 →
[10→ 20→ 40→] 13→ [26→ 52→] 17→ [34→] 11→ [22→] 7→ . . . , with pruned intermedi-
ary numbers bracketed.
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Definitions 1 and 2 simplify the upward and rightward functions U and R to deterministic
periodic functions without unknown minimum powers p. The periodicities in the co-domains
U (n) ∈NU ⊂ S≥0 and R (n) ∈ NR ⊂ S≥0 to which U and R map their output are postponed to
lemmas 1 and 2. The periodicity proofs for argument periodicities 6 (definition 1) and 18 (def-
inition 2) and for a common output periodicity of 96 (lemmas 1 and 2) follow a similar recipe.
First, rewrite each relevant congruence class c ≡ n mod d as an equivalent arithmetic progression
n = d i + c for i ∈ N0 with N0 = {0,N+}. Next, verify that the definition/lemma holds for i = 0.
Finally, prove its independence of the choice of i ∈N0.
Definition 1. Upward function U : S≥0 7→NU ;
U (n) = argminp (2
p(3n+ 1)− 1)/3 =
{
4n+ 1 if 1 ≡ n mod 6
16n+ 5 if 5 ≡ n mod 6
Periodicity proof. The two admissible congruence classes (c ≡ n mod 6) ⊂ S≥0 in definition 1 cor-
respond to the arithmetic progressions n = (6 i + c) ⊂ S≥0 with c ∈ {1,5} ⊂ S≥0. For i = 0 we
obtain n = c and U (n) = U (c) = (2p(3c+ 1)− 1) /3. For c = 1, p = 1 renders 7/3 < S≥0 and next
a minimum p = 2 satisfying U (c) = (16− 1) /3 = 5 ∈ S≥0. Therefore U (n) =
(
22 (3 · c+ 1)− 1
)
/3 =
4c + 1 in case 1 ≡ c mod 6. For c = 5, p-values of 1,2 and 3 render as inadmissible outcomes
31/3, 21 and 127/3 and as minimum p = 4 satisfying U (c) = (256− 1) /3 = 85 ∈ S≥0. Therefore
U (n) =
(
24 (3 · c+ 1)− 1
)
/3 = 16c+ 5 in case in case 5 ≡ c mod 6.
Let’s prove next that U (6i + c) ∈ S≥0 is independent of the choice of i ∈N+. Collecting terms
with and without i gives U (n) =U (6i + c) = (2p(3(6i + c) + 1)− 1) /3 =
(
2p+13i
)
+((2p (3c+ 1)−1)/3).
Since the an i-dependent term
(
2p+13i
)
is divisible by 2 and 3, divisibility of U (n) by 2 and 3 only
depends on the i-independent term (2p (3c+ 1)−1)/3, which is the U (n) =U (c) = (2p(3c+ 1)− 1) /3
case solved above.
The rightward function R(n) takes on a different power p depending on the congruence classes
modulo v0 =18 of its argument n, where v0 denotes the argument periodicity. The vector p(a) ∈
⇀
p (a) = [2,3,4,1,2,1] corresponds to the admissible congruence classes a ∈ ⇀a = [1,5,7,11,13,17].
The upward function brings expansions only, but the rightward function brings contractions in
case p (a) = 1, which is the case for the contracting congruence classes 11 and 17.
Definition 2. Rightward function R : S≥0 7→NR;
R (n) = argminp (2pn− 1)/3 =
⇀
p (a)
⇀
a v0
(22n− 1)/3 if 1 ≡ n mod 18
(23n− 1)/3 if 5 ≡ n mod 18
(24n− 1)/3 if 7 ≡ n mod 18
(21n− 1)/3 if 11 ≡ n mod 18
(22n− 1)/3 if 13 ≡ n mod 18
(21n− 1)/3 if 17 ≡ n mod 18
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Periodicity proof. The six congruence classes a ≡ n mod 18 in definition 2 correspond to the
arithmetic progressions n = 18 i + a ⊂ S≥0 with a ∈ ⇀a . For i = 0, we obtain n = a and R (n) = R(a) =
(2pa− 1)/3, which enables the verification that ⇀p (a) = [2,3,4,1,2,1] is the vector of minimum pow-
ers of p such that R (a) ∈ S≥0. For example, for a = 11 we obtain p = 1, since R (11) = (2111− 1)/3 =
7 ∈ S≥0.
Let’s now splitR(18i+a) in i-dependent and i-independent terms. This givesR (n) = R (18i + a) =
(2p(18i + a)− 1) /3 =
(
2p+13 i) + (2pa− 1
)
/3). Since the i-dependent term
(
2p+13i
)
is divisible by 2
and 3, divisibility of R(n) by 2 and 3 only depends on the i-independent term (2pa− 1) /3, which
is the R (n) = R (a) = (2pa− 1)/3 case solved above. 
Disjoint upward and rightward co-domains
Lemmas 1 and 2 below delineate the periodic codomainsNU andNR of the upward and rightward
functions U and R. Lemma 1 states that the co-domain NU of the upward function U consists of
5 out of the 32 admissible congruence classes modulo 96.
Lemma 1: n ∈NU ⊂ S≥0 ⇐⇒ n mod 96 ∈ {5, 29, 53, 77, 85}
Proof : Let’s consider the arithmetic progression m = (24 i + a) ∈ S≥0 for i ∈N0 of arguments m for
the rightward function n = U (m). For i = 0, we obtain m = a ∈ {1,5,7,11,13,17,19,23} ∈ S≥0 and
n =U (m) ∈ {5,85,29,181,53,277,77,373} ⊂NU . The latter gives nmod 96 ∈ {5,85,29,85,53,85,77,85},
thus n mod 96 ∈ {5, 29, 53, 77, 85}.
Let’s prove next that this result for i = 0 is independent of the choice i ∈N0 by an inductive
proof thatU (24 i + a) mod 96 = U (24 (i + 1) + a) mod 96. By definition 1, proof is required for the
congruence class 1 ≡ n mod 6 that (4(24 i + a) + 1) mod 96 = (4(24 (i + 1) + a) + 1) mod 96. Sim-
plifying both terms further gives (96i + 4a + 1) mod 96 = (96i + 96 + 4a + 1) mod 96. Leaving out
multiples of 96 on both sides gives (4a + 1) mod 96 at each side. Furthermore, proof is required for
the congruence class 5 ≡ n mod 6 that (16(24i + a) + 5) mod 96 = ( 16(24(i + 1) + a) + 5) mod 96.
Simplifying both sides gives (4 · 96i + 16a+ 5) mod 96 = (4 · 96i + 4 · 96 + 16a+ 5) mod 96. Both
sides give (16a+ 5) mod 96 after leaving out terms with 96. 
Lemma 2 states that the co-domainNR of the rightward function R comprises 27 out of the 32
admissible congruence classes modulo 96. The admissible NU congruence classes 5, 29, 53, 77 and
85 (Lemma 1) are excluded.
Lemma 2: n ∈NR ⊂ S≥0 ⇐⇒ n mod 96 ∈
{
1,7,11,13,17,19,23,25,31,35,37,41,43,47,
49,55,59,61,65,67,71,73,79,83,89,91,95
}
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 will be based on Table 1, with in its first two columns as givens the
vector
⇀
a with six admissible argument congruence classes a ≡ n mod 18 for arguments n ∈ S≥0,
followed by the corresponding vector
⇀
p of powers of 2 (see definition 2). Its ci column is for later
use.
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Table 1: From argument periodicity 18 in n to rightward output periodicity 96 in R (n)
𝑛 ∈ 𝑆≥0 
 𝑅(𝑛) ∈ ℕ𝑅 
𝑎 ≡ 𝑛 
mod 18 
𝑝(𝑎)  𝑏(𝑎)  ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) 
mod 𝑚(𝑎) 
ℎ(𝑎) = 
96/𝑚(𝑎) 
𝕣(𝑎) ≡ 𝑅(18𝑖 + 𝑎)  
mod 96 
𝑐𝑖 ≡ 𝑅(54𝑗 + 18𝑖 + 𝑎) 
mod 18, 
    ?⃑?    ?⃑?  
 
?⃑? ,                     ?⃑⃑⃑?   ?⃑?   
 
ℕ𝑅 
 for 𝑖 = 
0, 1, 2 
 
?⃑?  
1 2  1 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 24 4 1,25,49,73 1,7,13  [[1,0,1,0,1,0], 
5 3  13 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 48 2 13,61 13,7,1  [1,0,1,0,1,0], 
7 4  37 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 96 1 37 1,7,13  [1,0,1,0,1,0], 
11 1  7 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 12 8 7,19,31,43,55,67,79,91 7,1,13  [1,0,1,0,1,0], 
13 2  17 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 24 4 17,41,65,89 17,5,11  [0,1,0,1,0,1], 
17 1  11 ≡ 𝑅(𝑛) mod 12 8 11,23,35,47,59,71,83,95 11,5,17  [0,1,0,1,0,1]] 
 
Let’s rewrite the six argument congruence classes a ≡ n mod 18 as arithmetic progressions n =
18i + a, with i ∈N0. Splitting R (n) =
(
(18i + a)2p(a) − 1
)
/3 in an i-dependent part m (a) = 2p(a)+13,
which represents the intrinsic periodicity of the output R(n), and an i-independent part b (a) =
(a2p(a) − 1)/3, which represents the congruence class b (a) ≡ R (n) mod m(a). For example, the
argument congruence class a = 13, with power p (a) = 2, gives as rightward output periodicity
m (a) = 2p(a)+13 = 24 and as rightward output congruence class b(a) =
(
13 · 2p(a) − 1
)
/3 = 17.
Let’s now use that a function with periodicity ν is also periodic in multiples of ν – the sine
function, for example, has a periodicity of 2pi, but also of 4pi, 6pi, 8pi. . . . To obtain the same
output periodicity for the rightward function as for the upward function (cf. Lemma 1) the in-
trinsic output periodicitiesm (a) ∈ ⇀m= [24,48,96,12,24,12] are transformed to their Least Common
Multiple rightward output periodicity v1 = LCM (24,48,96,12,24,12) = 96. For each a ∈⇀a the num-
ber of different arguments n = 18i + a, indexed by i, that map their rightward output R (18i + a)
onto a single rightward output period (j − 1)v1 . . . jv1, indexed by j, is given by the heap vector
⇀
h = v1/
⇀
m = 96/ [24,48,96,12,24,12] = [4, 2, 1, 8, 4, 8] (cf. Table 1). For example, for j = 2 the
co-domain range is 96 . . .192, to which, for a = 13, h (13) = 4 successive arguments, indexed by
i = 4 . . .7, map their rightward outputs R (4 · 18 + 13) = R (85) = 113, R (5 · 18 + 13) = R (103) =
137, R (6 · 18 + 13) = R (121) = 161 and R (7 · 18 + 13) = R (139) = 185.
Column NR in Table 1 renders the rightward codomain NR of 27 congruence classes with a
common periodicity v1 = 96 as the union of 6 sets of h (a) different rightward congruence classes
R (18i + a) mod 96. 
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Lemma 3 states that the leftward and rightward co-domains, NU and NR, are disjoint subsets of
the set S≥0 of admissible numbers.
Lemma 3:
{
NU ∪ NR
}
= S≥0 ;
{
NU ∩NR
}
= ∅
Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2 reveal that the 32 admissible congruence classes n∈ S≥0 mod 96 are com-
prised of either upward children inNU or of rightward children inNR. 
Lemmas 1 to 3 imply that each admissible number has one parent, either an upward or rightward
parent, and two children, both an upward child and a rightward child. Lemma 4 explicates the
densities of the disjoint co-domainsNU andNR.
Lemma 4: ρ
(
NU
)
= 596 ;
−→ρ
(
NR
)
=
−→
h
96 =
[
4
96 ,
2
96 ,
1
96 ,
8
96 ,
4
96 ,
8
96
]
; ρ
(
NR
)
= 2796 ;
Proof: By lemmas 1 and 2, counting congruence classes per period ν1 = 96 reveals ρ
(
NU
)
= 5/96
and ρ
(
NR
)
= 27/96. Column NR in Table 1 reveals that rightward densities −→ρ
(
NR
)
per congru-
ence class −→a = [1,5,7,11,13,17] follow from the heap vector −→h = [4,2,1,8,4,8].
Pruning an infinite binary tree
Let’s exemplify the required notation for inverses and iterates with Figure 2 of the infinite binary
tree T≥0. Let U−1 and R−1 denote the inverses of the upward function U (definition 1) and right-
ward function R (definition 2). These can be understood as respectively the downward function
and the leftward function. Thus, n=U−1U (n)=R−1R (n). Let U k (n) and Rk (n) denote the k’th iterate
of U , respectively R. U−k (n) and R−k (n) denote the k’th iterates of their inverses. Figure 3 shows
for example that U−1 (5) = 1, U2 (5) = 341, R2 (5) = 17, R−2 (17) = 5, U−2 (1109) = 17. Each orbit
has an inverse orbit, e.g. m = U jRkU−l (n) implies n = U lR−kU−j (m), thus U1R2U−3 (5461) = 277
implies U3R−2U−1 (277) = 5461.
Tree T≥0 in Figure 2 still includes the to be pruned subset of (red colored) rightward numbers
S0 ⊆NR. Subset S0 comprises, next to the trivial root Ω (T≥0) = 1, (red-colored) rightward iterates
Rk (n) for iterations k = 1 . . .∞ with (green-colored) upward arguments n ∈ S>0 ⊂NU . For example,
5 ∈ S>0 is the upward argument of the rightward orbit (5 ∈ S>0) 7→ ({R1 (5) = 13→ R2 (5) = 17→
R3 (5) = 11→ R4 (5) = 7→ ·· · } ⊂ S0). In short, S0 =
{
1∪ (Rk (n) |
(
n ∈ S>0 ⊆NU , k ∈N+
)
)
}
.
The fast way to grasp that the infinite binary tree T≥0 in Figure 2 allows for iterative pruning is to
ask, while scrutinizing Figure 3, what happens after successively pruning the subsets S0,S1,S2, · · ·
of red-coloured numbers.
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T≥1 with Ω (T≥1) =U1 (1) = 5, T≥2 with Ω(T≥2) =U2 (1) = 85,
S0 pruned, S1 (in red) to be pruned next; S1 pruned, S2 (in red) to be pruned next;
Green upward arcs U , red reconnections U1R1U−1 Green upward arcs U , red reconnections U2R1U−2
5
85
53
341
277
853
1813
5461
181
1109
565
3413
1205
7253
3637
21845
85
341
853
5461
1109
3413
7253
21845
725
17749
2261
54613
19285
116053
14549
349525
T≥3 with Ω(T≥3) =U3 (1) = 341, T≥4 with Ω(T≥4) =U4 (1) = 5461,
S2 pruned, S3 (in red) to be pruned next; S3 pruned, S4 (in red) to be pruned next;
Green upward arcs U , red reconnections U−3RU3 Green upward arcs U , red reconnections U−4RU4
341
5461
3413
21845
17749
54613
116053
349525
11605
70997
36181
218453
77141
464213
232789
1398101
5461
21845
54613
349525
70997
218453
464213
1398101
46421
1135957
144725
3495253
1234261
7427413
931157
22369621
Figure 3: Reconnected trees T≥1,T≥2,T≥3,T≥4 after pruning subsets S0,S1,S2,S3
The answer is that the thereby disconnected green-colored numbers are reconnected as red num-
bers, which are themselves ripe for pruning, to the less dense, but isomorphic infinite binary trees
T≥1, T≥2, T≥3, . . . .. The top-left pane of Figure 4 shows the less dense tree T≥1 after having pruned
subset S0 with rightward orbits of upward descent. For j= 1,2,3, . . . the red colored reconnected
subsets Sj ⊆NU comprise upward numbers from the j’th generation of upward descendants in the
upward lineage of rightward numbers in S0. The nodes that were occupied by the pruned subset
S0 of (red) rightward numbers (e.g. 13→ 17→ 11→ . . . ) on orbits starting from upward argu-
ments (5 in the case of 13→ 17→ 11→ . . . ) in tree T≥0 ( Figure 2), are occupied by their respective
(red) upward descendants of generation S1 in T≥1 (e.g. by 53→ 277→ 181→ ·· · ⊂ S1 with argu-
ment 85 ∈ S>1), of generation S2 in T≥2 (e.g. by 853→ 1109→ ·· · ⊂ S2 with argument 341 ∈ S>2),
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and so on. Definition 3 details how reconnection orbits, or bridging orbits, Bkj (n) ⊂ Sj given argu-
ments n ∈ S>j in tree T≥j mirror rightward orbits Rk (m) ⊂ S0 given arguments m = U−j (n) ∈ S>0
within the unpruned binary tree T≥0.
Definition 3 of the reconnection orbit, and in definition 4 of the reconnected tree specify how
arguments from subsets S>j reconnect the – red coloured – orbits Sj in tree T≥j that will be pruned
from trees T≥j .
Definition 3: Reconnection orbit in tree T≥j
Bkj : S>j 7→ Sj : ∀k ∈N+ : Bkj (n) =U
j
RkU−j (n)
Let’s exemplify Bkj (n) = U
jRkU−j (n) for n = 5461, j = 3, and k = 1,2, . . . .. Tree T≥3 in the bot-
tom left pane of Figure 4 shows the resulting red colored reconnection orbit 5461 ∈ S>3 →(
U3R1U−3 (5461) = 3413
)
∈ S3 → (U3R2U−3 (5461) = 17749) ∈ S3 → . . . . Its underlying right-
ward orbit in tree T≥0 in Figure 3 is
(
U−3 (5461) = 5
)
∈ S>0 →
(
R1U−3 (5461) = 13
)
∈ S>0 →(
R2U−3 (5461) = 17
)
∈ S>0 → . . . . Definition 4 of the binary tree T≥j is based on successive re-
connection arcs within the reconnection orbits from definition 3.
Definition 4: Reconnected tree T≥j
node set: n ∈ S≥j
arc set:
{
upward arcs n→U (n) ,
reconnection arcs n→U jR1U−j (n)
}
cyclic root: Ω
(
T≥j
)
=U j
(
Ω(T ≥0)
)
=U j (1) =

(
23j+1 − 1
)
/3 if j is odd(
23j+2 − 1
)
/3 if j is even
The cyclic roots U1 (1) . . .U8 (1), respectively 5, 85, 341, 5 461, 21 845, 349 525, 1 398 101 and
22 369 63 of the pruned trees T≥1 . . .T≥8 are already plotted in Figure 3. Cyclic root Ω (T≥23) =
U23 (1) ≈ 341 · 260 exceeds already the computational record of 87·260 by March 2020 for the
highest number below which all numbers are connected to the trivial cycle (1). Cyclic roots build
the utmost left upward trunk U1 (1)→U2 (1)→U3 (1)→ . . . in tree T≥0 in Figure 3.
The definition of set S0 prohibits pruning rightward numbers i < S0 on hypothetical isolated
infinite rightward trajectories without an upward ancestor a ∈ S>0 ⊂Nu , and of upward numbers
in isolated trajectories that are not rooted in set S0. Based on this, Lemma 5 states that set S0, and
sets Sj |j>0 with upward descendants from set S0, belong to the Collatz tree node set N (TC), if for
j→∞ the density ρ
(
S>j
)
of not yet pruned number sets S>j approaches 0 (lemma 6).
Lemma 5:
⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj ⊆N (TC), provided ρ
(
S>j
)
= 0 for j→∞.
P roof . Any pruned number n ∈ S−1 divisible by 2 or 3 mediates an S≥0 orbit (cf. introduc-
tion). Any pruned m ∈ Sj |j≥0 mediates between m′s upward child z = U1 (m) ∈ S>j and the argu-
ment a ∈ S>j of m′s reconnection orbit m = U jRkU−j (a), with m = Rk(a) for j = 0. The inverse
a = U jR
−k
U−j (m) = U jR−kU−j−1 (z), with a = R−k (m) = R−kU−1 (z) for j = 0, reveals that pruning
intermediarym ∈ Sj from a z orbits in S>j , while reconnecting z to an argument amore leftwards
in the tree, indicated by R−k , continues until the reconnection with the utmost left upward trunk
U1 (1)→U2 (1)→U3 (1)→ . . . . 
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Density of pruned subsets
Lemma 6 gives the densities ρ (S0), ρ
(⊎
S∞j=1 Sj
)
and ρ
(⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj
)
of number sets that can be
pruned from the Collatz tree, with in square brackets that these happen to match the densities of
rightward numbers ρ
(
NR
)
and upward numbers ρ
(
NU
)
.
Lemma 6.
6a: ρ (S0) =
27
96 [=ρ
(
NR
)
by lemma 4]
6b: ρ
(⊎
S∞j=1 Sj
)
= 596 [=ρ
(
NU
)
by lemma 4]
6c: ρ
(⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj
)
= 1
6d: ρ
(
S>j
)
= 0 for j→∞
6e:
⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj =N+
The proofs will be presented in a top-down fashion, from densities towards the periodicities and
cardinalities per period to calculate them. The ancillary materials provide further notation, ex-
emplification and implementation with a Mathematica notebook.
Proof 6a. The density ρ (S0) is the infinite sum for iterations k = 1 . . .∞ of the densities of rightward
iterations Rk (n) ∈ S0 ⊆NR , given upward arguments n ∈ S≥0 ⊆NU . Each rightward density fol-
lows from a rightward cardinality per iteration specific rightward output period νk , corresponding
to an iteration specific argument period ν0k . Let’s separate the first iteration k = 1 given upward
arguments from further iterations k = 2..∞ given prior rightward iterates as arguments, and let’s
consider the vector of cardinalities of rightward iterates
−→
# per congruence class a ∈ −→a , giving
ρ (S0) =
∑∞
k=1ρ
(
S0|νk
)
=
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Rk (n) | νk
)
/ νk=
−→
#
(
Rk (n) |ν1
)
/ν1 +
∑∞
k=2
−→
#
(
Rk (n) |νk
)
/νk .
Argument periodicities ν0k can be set as suitable multiples of their minimum periodicities to
guarantee right up to the k′th rightward iteration per congruence class a ∈ −→a computable cardi-
natities
−→
#
(
Rk (n) | νk
)
. Given upward arguments with a periodicity of 96 (lemma 1), setting for
the first iteration υ01 = LCM (18,96) = 288 = 2
532 guarantees rightward output with a periodic-
ity of 18 that is required for further rightward iterations (cf. definition 1). The corresponding
output periodicity ν1 = υ01θ = 1536 = 2
1·4+53 results from multiplication with the conversion
factor θ = 96/18 = 243−1 (cf. Table 1). The last column of Table 1 shows that an argument peri-
odicity of 3.18 = 54 at iteration k − 1 delivers for successive values i = 0,1,2 three different output
congruence classes R (54j + 18i + a) mod 18 as input for iteration k – e.g. congruence class a = 13
delivers congruence classes 17,5,11. Setting a three times higher argument periodicity at each
further iteration, giving ν0k = 3
k−1ν01 = 253k+1, therefore guarantees a periodicity of 3 · 18 = 54 at
iteration k − 1 that guarantees a periodicity of 18 at iteration k. Consequently the corresponding
rightward output periodicity at iteration k amounts to νk = ν0kθ
k = 24k+53.
The distribution of the 3 · 5 = 15 upward congruence classes (cf. Lemma 1) per period ν01 =
288 = 3·96 over congruence classes −→a = [1,5,7,11,13,17] mod 18 amounts to [{181} , {5,77,149,221} ,
{277} , {29,101,173,245} , {85} , {53,125,197,269}], which gives −→#
(
S>0|ν01
)
= [ 1,4,1,4,1,4]. Just
like in Table 1, the corresponding output cardinalities of the first rightward iteration are obtained
by elementwise multiplication – denoted by ◦ – with the heap vector
⇀
h = [4,2,1,8,4,8], thus giving
11
−→
#
(
S0|ν1
)
=
−→
#
(
S>0|ν01
) ◦ ⇀h = [ 1,4,1,4,1,4]◦ [4,2,1,8,4,8] = [4, 8, 1, 32, 4, 32].
Each further rightward iteration k = 2 . . .∞ gives for arguments of each congruence class a ∈−→a at iteration k − 1 three output congruence classes at iteration k, as specified in the transfor-
mation matrix
−→
T from the last column of Table 1. This amounts for iterations k > 1 to ad-
ditional matrix pre-multiplication, indicated by the dot operator ·, with the transposed trans-
mission matrix
⇀
T ′ . Thus, −→#
(
R2 (n) |ν2
)
=
⇀
T ′ ·−→#
(
R1(n)|ν1
) ◦ ⇀h = [180,72,45,288,180,288]. Itera-
tive application of
−→
#
(
Rk (n) |νk
)
=
⇀
T ′ ·−→#
(
Rk−1(n)|νk−1
)
◦ ⇀h for k = 3 . . .∞ gives −→#
(
Rk (n) |νk
)
=
13k−2 [180,72,45, 288, 180,288].
The density across all rightward iterations k = 2..∞ turns out to be an infinite geometric series
sum, with decay factor r = 13/16, reflecting growth factors of 13 in the cardinality enumerator
−→
#
(
Rk(n)|νk
)
and of 23 = 16 in the periodicity nominator νk , which gives
∑∞
k=2
−→
#
(
Rk(n)|νk
)
/νk =
[60,24,15,96,60,96]
1536 . Collecting results for all iterations k = 1..∞ gives −→ρ (S0) =
−→
#
(
R1 (n) ∈ S0|ν1
)
/ν1 +∑∞
k=2
−→
#
(
Rk (n) ∈ S0|νk
)
/νk = [4, 8, 1, 32, 4, 32]1536 +
[60,24,15,96,60,96]
1536 =
[4,2,1,8,4,8]
96 =
−→
h
96 and therefore ρ (S0) =
4+2+1+8+4+8
96 =
27
96 = ρ
(
NR
)
. 
Proof 6b. Definition 1 implies that congruence classes 1 and 2 modulo 3, which determine whether
U (n) = 4n+ 1 or U (n) = 16n+ 5 applies, alternate each other in upward iterations. Hence U2 (n) =
4(16n+ 5) + 1 = 16(4n+ 1) + 5 = 64n + 21 = 26n + (26 − 1)/3. After an even number t of upward
iterations U t (n) = 23tn+ (23t − 1)/3.
Therefore we split the density of reconnection function output ρ
(⊎
S∞i=1 S i
)
between odd up-
ward generations i = 1,3,5, . . . and even upward generations j = 2,4,6, . . . This gives ρ
(⊎
S∞i=1 S i
)
=
ρ
(⊎
S∞i=1,3,5,.. S i
)
+ ρ
(⊎
S∞j=2,4,6,.. Sj
)
=
∑∞
i=1,3,5,..
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Ski |νki
)
/νki +
∑∞
j=2,4,6,..
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Skj |νkj
)
/νkj =∑∞
i=1,3,5,..
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Bki (n)|νki
)
/νki +
∑∞
j=2,4,6,..
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Bkj (n)|νkj
)
/νkj . Here k represents the k’th right-
ward iteration Rk in the reconnection functions Bjk (n ∈ S≥i) = U iRkU−i (n) ∈ Si and B
j
k
(
n ∈ S≥j
)
=
U jRkU−j (n) ∈ Sj .
Setting argument periodicities for odd and even upward generations to ν0ik=2
4 + 3 i3k+2 respec-
tively ν0jk=2
5+3j3k+2 gives reconnection output periodicities vki =v
0
ikθ
k = 24k+3i + 432 and vjk=v0jkθ
k =
24k+3j + 532 such that reconnection output cardinalities given ever more rightward iterations k are
independent of i and j. We obtain #
(
Si=1,3,5,···|νki
)
= 213413k−1 and #
(
Sj=2,4,6,···|νkj
)
= 3513k−1, with
increasing powers of 13, just as in proof 6a.
This gives a reconnection density for odd upward generations i of ρ
(⊎
S∞i=1,3,5,··· S i
)
=∑∞
i=1,3,5,···
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Si=1,3,5,···|vki
)
/vki =
∑∞
i=1,3,5,···
∑∞
k=1 (2
13413k−1) /
(
24k+3i + 432
)
=
∑∞
i=1,3,5,···2−3i−532= 1/21.
For even generations j the density becomes ρ
(⊎
S∞i=1,3,5,··· S i
)
=
∑∞
j=2,4,6,···
∑∞
k=1 #
(
Sj=2,4,6,···|νkj
)
/νkj =∑∞
j=2,4,6,···
∑∞
k=1
(
3513k−1
)
/(24k+3j + 532) =
∑∞
j=2,4,6,···2−3j−532 = 1/224. Therefore ρ
(⊎
S∞j=1 Sj
)
=
1/21 + 1/224 = 32/ (7 · 96) + 3/ (7 · 96) = 5/96 = ρ
(
NU
)
. 
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Proofs 6c-6e. Based on the introduction and on lemma’s 6a and 6b, the density of pruned subsets
equals (6c:) ρ
(⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj
)
= ρ (S−1) + ρ (S0) + ρ
(⊎∞
j=−1 Sj
)
= 4/6 + 27/96 + 5/96 = 1, which implies
that the density of the complementary set of not yet pruned subsets approaches (6d:) ρ
(
S>j
)
= 0
for j→∞. Since ρ (N+) = 1 by definition, 6c implies moreover (6e:) ⊎S∞j=−1 Sj =N+ 
Lemma 7: N (TC) =N+, the Collatz conjecture holds.
Proof. Combining lemma 5,
⊎
S∞j=−1 Sj ⊆ N (Tc) provided ρ
(
S>j
)
= 0 for j → ∞, with lemma 6d,
ρ
(
S>j
)
= 0 for j→∞, gives ⊎S∞j=−1 Sj ⊆N (Tc). Combining the latter with lemma 6e, ⊎S∞j=−1 Sj =
N+, gives N (TC) =N+. 
Discussion
The directed graphs in Figures 2 and 3 reveal that the binary Collatz tree is a spectacular infinite
Hilbert hotel, with pruned numbers featuring as the tree’s departing bird guests. An infinite
Hilbert hotel never gets full upon the arrival of new guests because all hotel guests can move to
higher numbered rooms. The bird population in the infinite Collatz tree stays equally numerous
after infinitely many swarms of infinitely many Collatz birds per swarm have flown out, each of
them labeled with a unique natural number. Their places are taken by equally numerous infinite
swarms of Collatz birds from ever higher branches, with an ever lower density of their unique
natural number labels.
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Ancillary Materials. GlossaryElaborationPruningProvingCollatz.pdf gives an account of the nota-
tion used with further examples and elaborations, especially of various tree plots, and of the pe-
riodicities and cardinalities that underlie the density calculations for Lemma 6. Math12Notebook
PruningProvingCollatz.nb is the Mathematica 12 version of the Mathematica notebook underlying
the paper, with earlier Mathematica 11 versions of tree plot functions in comments. Its static pdf
and the plots in this paper are based on version 11 which more easily enables to plot a rotated tree
with horizontal tree labels into a non-rotated rectangle.
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